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Abstract Optimal foraging theory has been criticized for underestimating patch

exploitation time. However, proper modeling of costs not only answers these crit-

icisms, but it also explains apparently irrational behaviors like the sunk-cost effect.

When a forager is sure to experience high initial costs repeatedly, the forager should

devote more time to exploitation than searching in order to minimize the accu-

mulation of said costs. Thus, increased recognition or reconnaissance costs lead to

increased exploitation times in order to reduce the frequency of future costs, and this

result can be used to explain paradoxical human preference for higher costs. In fact,

this result also provides an explanation for how continuing a very costly task

indefinitely provides the optimal long-term rate of gain; the entry cost of each new

task is so great that the forager avoids ever returning to search. In general, appar-

ently irrational decisions may be optimal when considering the lifetime of a forager

within a larger system.
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1 Introduction

Influential work by Schoener (1971) postulates that natural selection favors

behaviors on a continuum from foraging time minimization to net energetic gain

maximization. Techniques developed by Pyke et al. (1977) and Charnov (1973) use

gain-to-time rate maximization to quantitatively predict which behavior from this

continuum will be favored in particular cases. These techniques have been

popularized by Stephens and Krebs (1986) as the prey and patch models of classical

optimal foraging theory (OFT). They respectively describe which prey foragers

should include in their diet and how long foragers should exploit a patch of prey,

which are the two central questions of solitary foraging theory.

The rate-maximizing prey and patch models have mixed success in explaining

behavioral observations in the field. The prey model accurately describes patterns

of preference, and the patch model makes accurate predictions about how foraging

durations should change when background parameters change, but the patch model

has poor success in many cases when predicting actual foraging durations (Stephens

and Krebs 1986; Nonacs 2001; Sih and Christensen 2001). In a review by Nonacs

(2001), several examples are picked that show foraging durations tend to be longer

than expected by the classical patch model. Nonacs concludes that OFT is

incomplete and that optimal behavior is not described by rate maximization.

However, recent studies show how observed behaviors that are inconsistent with

classical OFT are indeed rate maximizing under an adjusted foraging model. For

example, shorebirds that appear to violate classical OFT are shown to be rate

maximizers when explicitly modeling digestive constraints (van Gils et al. 2005)

and the value of information discovery (van Gils et al. 2003).

Here, we show how explicitly modeling foraging costs can answer Nonacs’

criticisms of the classical OFT’s underpredictions of foraging duration.

Additionally, we show how the same modifications lead to foraging theoretic

explanations of the sunk-cost effect (Arkes and Blumer 1985; Arkes and Ayton

1999; Kanodia et al. 1989; Staw 1981), which describes behaviors that invest

more time in the more costly of two otherwise equivalent resources. This effect is

also known as the Concorde fallacy (Dawkins and Carlisle 1976) because it

describes an apparent logical fallacy analogous to the continued development of a

supersonic jet that never returns a profit. However, by giving a foraging theoretic

explanation, we show that the fallacy is actually an optimal behavior. This

explanation is also consistent with observations of animals that commit longer

feeding times after moving into areas where prey requires greater energy to

acquire (Nolet et al. 2001). Additionally, if a forager’s uncertainty in estimating

patch quality is modeled as an initial average cost associated with each patch

type, the extended foraging durations predicted by our augmented OFT is

consistent with the ‘‘wait for good news’’ behaviors predicted and observed in

supposed Bayesian foragers (Olsson and Holmgren 1998; van Gils et al. 2003;

Olsson and Brown 2006).

This paper is organized as follows. First, in Sect. 2, we summarize the principal

results from classical OFT. Next, in Sect. 3, we present a common empirical

criticism of OFT and provide a mathematical response supporting OFT. In Sect. 4,
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we augment the traditional graphical analysis method from OFT to include effects

of search and in-patch costs. This analysis shows how explicitly including costs

leads to longer patch residence times that are more consistent with observed

behavior. We use similar graphical methods in Sect. 5 to provide a detailed

explanation of the sunk-cost effect as an adaptive rate-maximizing behavior.

Finally, in Sect. 6, we give some concluding remarks.

2 Classical Optimal Foraging Theory

Optimal foraging theory models a forager that faces n 2 N types of prey. The

forager encounters prey of type i [ {1, 2, …, n} according to an independent

Poisson counting process with rate ki[ 0. Each encountered prey item of type i is

picked for handling with probability pi [ [0,1], and those chosen items are

exploited for si C 0 time on average. The forager pays a cost (e.g., energy) of cs per

unit search time, but it receives an average reward of gi(si) after handling an item of

type i. Assuming that natural selection favors foragers that maximize their lifetime

gain, behaviors should trade increased reward per encounter for increased number of

encounters in a lifetime. So the optimal behavior will maximize the rate

�cs þ
Pn

i¼1 kipigiðsiÞ

1þ
Pn

i¼1 kipisi
: ð1Þ

The prey model treats the case where si is fixed for each type i and the forager

must make a binary choice to handle or ignore each encountered prey. The patch

model treats the opposite case where p1 = p2 = _ = pn = 1 (i.e., all encountered

prey are exploited) and the forager must choose when to stop exploiting each prey.

A central result of the patch model is the marginal value theorem (MVT) (Charnov

1973, 1976), which states that nonzero exploitation times s�1; s
�
2; . . .; s

�
n that make

g0iðs
�
i Þ ¼

�cs þ
Pn

i¼1 kigiðs
�
i Þ

1þ
Pn

i¼1 kis
�
i

and g00i ðs
�
i Þ\0 ð2Þ

for each type i will correspond to an optimal patch foraging behavior. That is,

behaviors that equate per-prey rate of gain with per-lifetime rate of gain will

appropriately balance present reward with future opportunity cost so as to be

optimal over a lifetime.

3 OFT Criticism and Explicit Processing Costs

Nonacs (2001) bases his criticisms on the observation that Eq. 2 implies that

g01ðs
�
1Þ ¼ g02ðs

�
2Þ ¼ � � � ¼ g0nðs

�Þ: That is, if behaviors in nature could be described

by the MVT, then every per-type rate of average gain (i.e., ‘‘speed’’ of gain) should

be equal to some global giving-up density (GUD). In the studies that Nonacs

reviews, foragers stop exploiting different prey types at different speeds, which

leads him to the conclusion that the MVT does not hold in reality.
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As discussed by Stephens and Krebs (1986) the function gi is not meant to be a

gross observable reward to the forager. Instead, it models the energetic reward to

the forager minus the internal handling cost, which is usually not externally

observable. To make this distinction clearer, we explicitly introduce an average

handling cost ci(si) for exploiting prey of type i for an average of si time, and we

let gi(si) be the corresponding average observable reward. Thus, the forager should

maximize

�cs þ
Pn

i¼1 kipi giðsiÞ � ciðsiÞð Þ

1þ
Pn

i¼1 kipisi
: ð3Þ

In this framework, the MVT states that times s�1; . . .; s
�
n that make

g0iðs
�
i Þ � c0iðs

�
i Þ ¼

�cs þ
Pn

i¼1 ki giðs
�
i Þ � ciðs

�
i Þ

� �

1þ
Pn

i¼1 kis
�
i

and g00i ðs
�
i Þ � c00i ðs

�
i Þ\0 ð4Þ

will correspond to an optimal patch behavior. From Eq. 4, it must be that g01ðs
�
1Þ �

c01ðs
�
1Þ ¼ g02ðs

�
2Þ � c02ðs

�
2Þ ¼ � � � ¼ g0nðs

�
nÞ � c0nðs

�
2Þ: The rare case when the obser-

vable rewards are such that g01ðs
�
1Þ ¼ g02ðs

�
2Þ ¼ � � � ¼ g0nðs

�
nÞ is when the internal

handling cost rates are also all equal, and so a global GUD is exceptional.

Differences in terminal handling densities across types reflect differences in the

handling burden of those types. For example, for types with the same reward–time

curve and linear handling cost functions (i.e., ciðsiÞ,cisi for type i and constant

ci[ 0), smaller marginal handling costs (i.e., c0iðsiÞ ¼ ci for type i) should lead to

longer optimal exploitation times—foragers spend relatively less time in patches

with steep handling-cost functions.

4 Graphical Optimization and Long Residence Times

The intuitive graphical analysis approach frequently used by Stephens and Krebs

(1986) for the single-type case can be extended to our model, which makes all costs

explicit and uses multiple types. To do so, we define k,k1 þ k2 þ � � � þ kn to be the

average Poisson encounter rate for all prey types combined. Then 1/k is the average

search time between encounters, and

g,
X

n

i¼1

ki

k
pigiðsiÞ; c,

X

n

i¼1

ki

k
piciðsiÞ; and s,

X

n

i¼1

ki

k
pisi

are the average per-encounter handling gain, cost, and time. Equation 3 then becomes

g� c� cs

k

1
k
þ s

: ð5Þ

Graphical optimization of Eq. 5 is shown in Fig. 1.

Each point in the shaded area corresponds to a particular choice of preferences,

p1, p2, …, pn, and exploitation times, s1,…, sn. The upper boundary of the shaded

area is the optimal frontier on which all optimal behaviors are found. Optimization

consists of rotating a ray originating from (-1/k,cs/k) counter-clockwise from a
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-90� angle to the least upper bound of the angles less than 90� where the ray

intersects the shaded region. The slope of the optimal ray R* is the optimal value of

Eq. 5, and the corresponding values ðg� cÞ� and s
� are the optimal per-encounter

average net handling gain and exploitation time. Hence, this graphical interpretation

of rate maximization allows for predictions of how perturbing parameters of the

model will impact the average handling time s: An increase in the average handling

time may be due to an increase in the optimal exploitation time for each patch (i.e.,

changes in s
�
i for each type i) or due to additional patch types being added to the

optimal diet (i.e., changes in p�i for each type i) or a mixture of the two effects. This

graphical approach does not suggest how to predict each individual s�i or p
�
i ; it is only

meant to investigate how certain parameter perturbations will affect general foraging

trends. Specific optimal diet content and patch exploitation times can be found using

algorithms from classical OFT (Charnov 1973, 1976; Stephens and Krebs 1986;

Pavlic 2007).

When Stephens and Krebs (1986) consider graphical solutions to the single-type

case, they frequently discuss how changes in encounter rate k1 lead to changes in

optimal behavior. For multiple types, the overall rate k can be changed while holding

the density ki/k constant for each type i. The graphical example in Fig. 1 shows that

the optimal average exploitation time s� will increase if either the overall encounter

rate k decreases or the search cost rate cs increases. In both cases, to maximize lifetime

reward, the forager must increase present gains to compensate for future search

losses—the opportunity cost of more exploitation decreases when search time or cost

increase. Likewise, if the average per-encounter handling cost c is increased, the g� c

curve will be shifted down the vertical axis and the optimal average exploitation time

s
� will increase. This prediction suggests an explanation for the ostensibly anomalous

observation by Nolet et al. (2001) that tundra swans spend more time feeding in areas

of deep water where more energy is required to acquire similar prey as in shallow

water. The increased costs necessarily decrease the maximal long-term rate of gain,

which is the opportunity cost of increased exploitation, and so patches are exploited

longer. This effect is investigated in more detail in Sect. 5.

5 The Sunk-Cost Effect

Graphical optimization of Eq. 3 helps explain apparently irrational behaviors

discussed in the fields of economics, psychology, and biology in terms of lifetime

Fig. 1 Effect of searching on

optimal patch residence times.

As search cost cs or average

interarrival time 1/k increases,

the slope R* of the optimal ray

will decrease, and the optimal

average exploitation time s� will

increase
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gain maximization. In economics, the propensity to continue a costly task after

paying some initial cost is sometimes called an escalation commitment, escalation

behavior, or escalation error, but it is more commonly known as the sunk-cost effect

(Kanodia et al. 1989; Staw 1981). This nomenclature is also used by psychologists

(e.g., Arkes and Blumer 1985). In fact, psychologists Arkes and Ayton (1999) note

that the sunk-cost effect is equivalent to the Concorde fallacy first described by

biologists Dawkins and Carlisle (1976). Although none of these terms are used, the

same phenomena is also observed by Nolet et al. (2001). In particular, tundra swans

must expend more energy to ‘‘up-end’’ to feed on deep-water tuber patches than

they do to ‘‘head-dip’’ to feed on shallow-water patches; however, contrary to the

expectations of Nolet et al., the swans feed for a longer time on each high-cost

deep-water patch. In every context, the observation of the sunk-cost effect is an

enigma because intuition suggests that this behavior is suboptimal. Here, we show

how optimization of Eq. 3 predicts the sunk-cost effect for certain scenarios; a

common element of every case is a large initial cost.

5.1 Initial Costs: Recognition, Acquisition, Reconnaissance

For simplicity, we make a graphical argument with the assumptions that n = 1,

cs = 0, and p1 = 1 (i.e., the patch case). We also revert to interpreting g1 as the

average net handling gain (i.e., the sum of an observable gain and an internal cost).

Under these assumptions,

g1ðs1Þ
1
k1
þ s1

ð6Þ

is the objective function for optimization. Similar arguments can be made about the

general multivariate form in Eq. 3.

Consider the case when gain function g1 is initially:

(1) negative (i.e., g1(0)\ 0),

(2) increasing (i.e., g01ð0Þ[ 0), and

(3) decelerating (i.e., g001ð0Þ\0Þ

Functions meeting items (2) and (3) are treated by Stephens and Krebs (1986).

However, these functions are all initially zero. Here, we let the average handling

gain g1(s1) be initially negative to reflect some initial cost. For example, rather than

treating recognition cost as a separate quantity (e.g., Stephens and Krebs 1986,

pp. 79–81), we consider them to be a characteristic of the gain returned to the

forager from handling each item (e.g., an initial energy expenditure required simply

for access to or identification of a prey). Alternatively, as in the case of the tundra

swans observed by Nolet et al. (2001), the initial cost may model the extra energy

required to acquire prey (e.g., by ‘‘up-ending’’ instead of simply ‘‘head-dipping’’).

Furthermore, just as Olsson and Brown (2006) show how Bayesian foragers receive

a relative ‘‘foraging benefit of information’’ for spending extra time in a patch, the

initial cost here may be viewed as an average penalty due to uncertainty about the

patch gain function.
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The graphical optimization procedure for such a initially negative gain function

is shown in Fig. 2. The same gain function is shown in Figs. 2a–c except that initial

recognition cost is low, moderate, and high, respectively. When the initial cost

increases from r0 to r1, the optimal exploitation time increases from s
�
10
to s

�
11

: Even

when the initial cost increases from r1 to r2 and makes the gain function strictly

negative, the exploitation time still increases from s�11
to s�12

: This propensity to

exploit items longer when the initial cost is increased is exactly the sunk-cost effect

(Arkes and Ayton 1999; Arkes and Blumer 1985). However, it also maximizes the

long-term net rate of gain, and so it is the rational behavior.

This result can be explained using an opportunity cost interpretation (Houston

and McNamara 1999; Stephens and Krebs 1986). The optimal rate R* is an

opportunity cost for spending additional time exploiting an item. It represents the

maximum expected gain possible per unit time, and so it is costly to exploit items of

a particular type for so long that the type’s rate of average gain falls below R*. When

the initial cost of handling increases on all encounters, the total gain decreases, and

so the opportunity cost for additional exploitation decreases (e.g., R�
1\R�

0). Thus,

the marginal handling gain must decrease further in order for marginal costs and

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2 Different recognition

costs r2[ r1[ r0 have different

optimal exploitation times

s
�
12
[ s

�
11
[ s10 and optimal

rates R�
2\R�

1\R�
0: For two

equally shaped gain functions,

the one with the higher initial

cost will also have the higher

optimal residence time
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marginal benefits to equalize. This effect manifests itself through the increase in

optimal exploitation time.

By increasing exploitation time when initial cost increases, the forager reduces

the amount of time it spends paying high costs. Leaving patches at an earlier time is

equivalent to volunteering for paying recognition costs more frequently. It is not the

increased initial cost on a single encounter that is important; it is the increased initial

cost on all encounters that causes the decrease in opportunity cost for additional

exploitation.

5.2 Human and Nonhuman Examples

5.2.1 Feeding Time Increases in Areas of High-Cost Prey

In a study by Nolet et al. (2001), the foraging behavior of tundra swans in shallow

water is compared to the behavior in deep water. The swans forage on belowground

tubers, and thus the swans need only to ‘‘head-dip’’ in shallow water whereas they

need to ‘‘up-end’’ in deep water to find and retrieve the tubers. The model that the

authors use to explain the tundra swan behavior predicts that there will be a decrease

in feeding time in areas where feeding has larger power requirements. However, in

deep water where the power requirements to up-end are apparently larger than the

requirements to head-dip, the observed tundra swans spent longer times feeding on

tuber patches. Although this result is a contradiction of the model used by Nolet

et al., it follows directly from the discussion in Sect. 5.1. In particular, let n C 1

(i.e., multiple tuber patch types are available) and p1 = _ = pn = 1 (i.e.,

encounters are not ignored). For each patch type i, the average net gain function

gi is assumed to be initially negative in order to model the energetic burden of

acquiring the belowground tubers. Hence, we use the classical marginal value

theorem result in Eq. 2 applied to initially negative gain functions.

The curve in Fig. 3a models the average value gi of a tuber patch of type i after

exploiting the patch for time si. The average cost ci of a patch entry reduces the

maximum possible long-term rate of gain R* from all patches. The MVT predicts

that the optimal exploitation time s�i occurs when g0iðs
�
i Þ ¼ R�

; which is depicted in

Fig. 3b for three different R* maximum rates corresponding to three different ci
entry costs. As the average entry cost of a patch type increases, the maximum rate

decreases, and so average exploitation time increases. When R
* is very high either

due to low cost ci or high return rates from other patches, the optimal commitment

time drops to zero because the shallow value function is dominated by steep returns

from other options.

5.2.2 Human Preference for High Price

One recorded example of the sunk-cost effect in humans comes from studying

behavior at the cinema. In a controlled study, Arkes and Blumer (1985) charge

movie patrons different prices for tickets to see a particular movie. They show that

the likelihood that people attend the movie is positively correlated with the cost of

the ticket, and they conclude that this behavior is an irrational mistake. However,
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this result can also be predicted by the classical marginal value theorem result in Eq.

(2) applied to initially negative gain functions.1 Again, consider the case where

n C 1 (i.e., multiple types are available) and p1 = _ = pn = 1 (i.e., encounters are

not ignored). For each activity type i, let the gain function gi(si) be parameterized by

commitment time si that represents the average time the individual is committed to

participating in that type of activity. That is, if the commitment time for a type of

activity is low, there is a low probability that the individual will complete the

activity, and thus the average gain returned from this type of activity will also be

low. Likewise, if the commitment time for the activity is high, it will likely be

attended, and so the value returned will level off as it returns no value after it is

attended. Hence, the analysis summarized in Fig. 3 also applies here. As ticket price

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3 Optimal exploitation time for patch type i with acquisition cost ci. Increased costs lead to

decreased overall return rate R
*, which leads to greater exploitation time in each costly patch. That is,

when most encountered patches are costly to enter, exploitation time in each of these high-cost patches

will be long in order to reduce their frequency. However, when enough other low-cost patches are

available to raise the overall return rate sufficiently high, exploitation time to patches with relatively

shallow marginal returns may decrease to zero. That is, when there are enough high-quality patches, time

is better spent searching for them

1 Here, to be consistent with Arkes and Blumer (1985), we do not allow encounters to be ignored, and so

initial costs are forced and the pure patch model predicts the optimal behavior. The combined prey–patch

model better fits reality as ticket purchasing opportunities can be ignored.
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increases for this set of individuals who are forced to buy the ticket, they become

more strongly committed to attending the movie.2

This example matches classical economic intuition. As the price a consumer pays

increases, the overall purchasing frequency decreases. The longer commitment to a

higher-priced movie reflects reluctance to make more purchases. Over the long

term, this behavior maximizes the net value the consumer holds collectively in

goods and capital. Behaving in any other way would be reckless when viewed from

a long-term opportunity-cost perspective. In particular, exploitation times are longer

in order to accumulate more gain to justify returning to a search that will likely

result in finding more ‘‘prey’’ that force high initial costs. Thus, the sunk-cost effect

may seem nonsensical for any single purchase, but it is adaptive when considering

an economic or ecological system view.

5.3 Escalation Behavior

The propensity to continue a costly task ad infinitum is an extreme form of the sunk-

cost effect known as escalation behavior or escalation error (Kanodia et al. 1989;

Staw 1981). In fact, the Concorde fallacy gets its name from the example given by

Dawkins and Carlisle (1976) of continued government investment on a supersonic

jet that has no promise of ever returning a profit. Here, we show how escalation

behavior can be an adaptive rate-maximizing strategy under special circumstances.

These examples presume that the optimal long-term rate of gain R* is negative, and

so they are a better fit for economic examples where prolonged deficits are allowed.

However, as several studies show that foragers can dynamically adjust behavior to

maximize the present estimate of long-term rate of gain (Giraldeau and Livoreil

1998; Giraldeau and Caraco 2000; Sih and Christensen 2001), these examples may

also be consistent with short-term trends in behavior when foragers are temporarily

subjected to high-cost environments. Additionally, this analysis may apply to

similar mathematical models of value maximization when behaviors must choose

from a set of costly options. For example, in spiders that choose to join existing

webs or spin their own (Jakob 2004), small spiders face potentially dangerous

competition with large spiders in new webs but also face high costs in building new

webs. Also, studies of women in abusive relationships suggests their decisions to

leave the relationship are affected by fear of violence toward pets that remain (Faver

and Strand 2003). In both of these cases, the optimal behavior may be accompanied

by costs that might seem prohibitive in isolation. As in Sect. 5.1, we use the

simplified optimization objective given by Eq. 6.

In Fig. 4, a positive constant gain function is shown as the limit of asymptotic

gain functions of increasing steepness. Because of the asymptotic upper limit, sharp

increases in gain correspond to sharp decreases in marginal returns. So the optimal

patch residence time decreases as steepness increases because marginal returns fall

so quickly. In the limiting case, when the gain function is constant, the optimal

behavior is to leave immediately because staying longer cannot result in any

2 If the experimenters allowed for encounters to be ignored (i.e., if participants could choose to not

purchase a ticket), movies with zero commitment times would also have zero ticket sales.
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additional gain. In particular, it is better to invest time searching for new patches

that guarantee an entry reward g at regular rate k1 (i.e., long-term rate of gain k1g)

rather than staying in any single patch that provides no additional gain (i.e., long-

term rate of gain g/?& 0).

The opposite effect is demonstrated in Fig. 5, which shows a negative gain

function as the limit of asymptotic gain functions of decreasing steepness. As the

steepness of each gain function is reduced, the optimal patch residence time

increases without bound. So the optimal behavior for a constant gain function that is

negative is to remain forever in each encountered patch. It is better to pay a single

recognition cost once and remain in the patch forever rather than paying the

recognition cost repeatedly at each new encounter.

As shown in the lower portion of Fig. 5, even when the gain function is initially

decreasing and convex, the optimal behavior is not to immediately leave the patch

unless the initial slope is sufficiently negative. It is better for the forager to pay

additional costs within the patch rather than face the -k1g lifetime rate of gain

Fig. 4 Analysis of positive constant gain function. The gain function is the limit of smooth asymptotic

gain functions of increasing steepness. The limiting optimal behavior is to leave the patch immediately.

Staying longer returns no additional gain, and leaving immediately decreases the time between

subsequent high-quality patches

Fig. 5 Analysis of negative constant gain function. Escalation error can be viewed as the limit

of increasingly shallow gain functions that are initially negative. Zero patch residence time is not restored

until steepness is sufficiently negative. For this class of functions, optimal points will never be found in

the shaded region between the horizontal axis and the constant gain function
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associated with immediately leaving the patch. However, escalation behavior is

avoided in this case because the convex gain function eventually becomes too steep.

A different effect occurs for initially negative and initially steep concave functions

like the one shown in Fig. 6. Here, immediate withdrawal from the patch is a locally

optimal behavior. That is, the objective function decreases as the exploitation time

is increased slightly. However, as exploitation time increases, the objective function

reaches its global minimum and then starts increasing. Moreover, there exists a time

T such that exploiting these patches for any time s1 C T will be favorable to

immediate withdrawal. Again, it is better to exploit patches with a shallow negative

gain longer than to search for more patches that have a steep gain.

In the supersonic jet construction example (Dawkins and Carlisle 1976), the

costly behavior may be adaptive because it prevents starting other costlier ventures.

More generally, successful politicians in power may induce endless and massive

spending in one area for no other reason than to avoid new spending in other areas.

In a foraging context, a forager that must pay a large energetic cost to enter a patch

(e.g., due to high predation risk, having to swim upstream, or high uncertainty about

patch quality) may hesitate to ever leave that patch if the habitat contains few other

types of patches. Similarly, social group members may resist the temptation to leave

a low-quality group if joining any other group is accompanied by costly antagonistic

violence (e.g., Faver and Strand 2003; Jakob 2004). In general, in a set of apparently

bad choices, the choice that has the lowest eventual marginal losses will minimize

the very long-term losses.

6 Conclusions

Optimal foraging theory introduces quantitative analysis into the study of behavior

in a way that complements intuition. We have shown how explicitly modeling

foraging costs can improve the accuracy of rate-maximizing OFT methods and

answer the criticisms of Nonacs (2001) that rate maximization too often

underestimates patch residence time. As verified by van Gils et al. (2003), the

Bayesian forager modeled by Olsson and Holmgren (1998) accurately predicts

observed patch residence times. This result is investigated by Olsson and Brown

(2006) who derive a ‘‘foraging benefit of information’’ that is an additional reward

Fig. 6 Initially negative concave gain function has latent escalation behavior that dominates the early

local maximum. Leaving the patch immediately returns a higher long-term gain than staying a short time

longer, but it returns a lower gain than staying for any time greater than T. Hence, escalation behavior is

optimal because it prevents paying any future entry costs
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that Bayesian foragers receive for staying longer in patches to gather information.

As these models investigate foraging behavior using numerical dynamic program-

ming techniques, they lack the intuition of classical OFT. However, if the discovery

penalty of the information gathering process is modeled as an initial in-patch cost,

then relatively simple classical OFT methods also predict longer exploitation times.

We also show how explicitly including large initial in-patch costs in classical

OFT methods explains why sunk-cost effects like those observed by Nolet et al.

(2001) are rational rate-maximizing foraging behaviors. This result seems counter-

intuitive, but it follows from using a farsighted decision-making model based on

comparing present returns to the opportunity cost of not searching. When encounters

with costly patches are likely, it is better to spend more time in each patch in order

to reduce the accumulation rate of said costs. This interpretation may also explain

human preference for high price (e.g., Arkes and Blumer 1985) and the escalation of

costly behaviors ad infinitum (e.g., Dawkins and Carlisle 1976; Faver and Strand

2003). Sunk-cost behaviors are criticized because they are examples of making

decisions based on past investments; however, they should be better understood as

decisions that reduce the frequency of similar future investments.
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